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Welcome to
################################################
###                                          ###
###  Models for S-wave data quality studies  ###
###               1st edition                ###
###                                          ###
################################################

What we hope to achieve
=======================
These models are distributed without demand of any payment in kind.
However, The Reservoir Characterization Project (RCP) has a need for finite-
difference model data to perform S-wave data quality studies. If you or your
organization successfully calculate synthetic data in one or both of these
models, please consider donating those data to RCP.  Of special interest are
S-wave data (horizontal sources recorded by horizontal receivers), but P-wave
data are an integral part of S-wave processing flows, so access to 9C data is
preferred.

We hope to create a few RCP-sized 9C datasets with HTI and other near-surface
data quality complications. ’RCP-sized’ means roughly 2000 9C shots in a
4 km x 4 km region.

If you think you can contribute, please contact Mike O’Brien. Coordinating
small, but different, contributions from several organizations is a powerful
way to build a larger dataset. Mike is willing to act as coordinator. His
e-mail address is mobrien@alliedgeo.com. If you prefer to contact RCP directly,
feel free to do so through the normal channels. RCP’s web site with links to
contact information is here:

   http://geophysics.mines.edu/rcp

README files
============
There are several README files that you should spend a few minutes reviewing.

  README.first               This file
  README.agreement           If you cannot agree, you cannot use
  README.model_description   A brief description of the models
  README.model_installation  Directions on how to install model frameworks and
                               use those to create models of physical parameters
  README.VSP_datasets        A short description models and geometries used to
                               acquire the 3D, 9C VSP and 9C vertical VSP data
  README.modifications       A history of changes that may prove useful

Documentation
=============
After reviewing the README files, and agreeing to the ’Agreement’, you may find
it useful to review accompanying documentation.

  SEG_abstract_2010.pdf
          Material presented at the 2010 annual meeting of the SEG

  3D_S-wave_statics_from_direct_VSP_arrivals.pdf
          A study showing a novel method for finding S-wave statics without
          using P-wave data.

  RCP_2010_Spring-Swave_BreakoutSession_1.pdf
          Rob Windels’ slide show review of birefringence analysis at Postle
          Field
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  RCP_2010_Spring-Swave_BreakoutSession_2.pdf
          Mike O’Brien’s slide show describing the need for and feasibility of
          3D, anisotropic, elastic modeling

  Model_review_a.pdf
          A review of the reasons S-wave modeling is useful, structures used
          in the models, model parameters, and model data quality

  Model_review_b.pdf
          A model review focused on HTI parameters and the birefringence
          expected from them

  Physical_Properties.pdf
          A slide with information about the physical properties used in
          trial models

  Physical_Properties.xls
          An excel spreadsheet version of Physical_Properties.pdf

Other information
=================
Questions about these models and how to use the many files in this distribution
should be directed to Mike O’Brien - mobrien@alliedgeo.com

Warning about sizes
===================
The models are distributed in an unconventional format because, when represented
in SEGY format, they are much larger than traditional media can accommodate.

When inflated to uncompressed SEGY size, each model parameter for Model_HTINS
will occupy ˜47 Gb. Since there are 7 independent parameters distributed with
the model framework, nearly 400 Gb could be consumed before all parameters are
available.

To avoid accidental creation of many large files, the model building scripts in
the distribution are designed to build subsets of the model unless user
overrides dictate otherwise.

System requirements
===================
To do any more than read documentation, large file support is essential. The
first order of business is to decompress files of model frameworks. Those
files are 31 Gb and 7.7 Gb in size.

Other resources in this distribution are specific to 64-bit x86_64 hardware
running Linux. If this is a limitation, you should be able to create your own
executables to replicate those functions for other hardware. All precompiled
64-bit applications in this distribution are freely available as source code,
either in this distribution or on the internet.
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Do not separate this documentation from these models and data.
Make sure you read and understand this agreement fully.
If you cannot agree with the stipulations contained herein, you may not
use these models or data.

If you modify these models in any way, you must document that your models
have been modified from the original and how they differ from the original.

If you use one of these models or data in a presentation or publication,
you must acknowledge that it was created by Mike O’Brien and is provided
by The Reservoir Characterization Project.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
LEGAL DISCLAIMER

By using these models, data, and documentation (hereinafter ’materials’),
you agree to the following disclaimer:

The Reservoir Characterization Project.
---------------------------------------
The Reservoir Characterization Project is helping to distribute these
materials, but is not legally liable in any way because of that assistance.

No Warranties.
--------------
You accept all the materials provided "as is".
You assume all responsibility for the results or use of the materials.
Allied Geophysics, Inc., the copyright holder to the models and data, makes no
representations or warranties of any kind including, but not limited to, the
accuracy, reliability, or usability of these materials. Any use which you make
of the materials is at your own risk.

Disclaimer.
-----------
Allied Geophysics, Inc. provides no warranties to you, expressed, implied or
statutory, including any implied warranties of fitness for a particular
purpose.

Damage Waiver.
--------------
In no event will Allied Geophysics, Inc. be liable for any damages, including
direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages, arising out of
anyone’s use of or inability to use these materials, or any copies prepared
from these materials, even if Allied Geophysics, Inc. has been advised as to
the possibility of such damages.

Redistribution.
---------------
You agree that if you share any or all of these materials with any other person
or organization, you will also include all of the associated documentation
originally included with the materials and provided to you, including this
notice, and that the receiving party also agrees to abide by these terms as a
condition of its use. If the materials that you pass on has been modified in
any way from its originally distributed state, the modification must be
documented, and that documentation included along with the data.
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Models described here are intended to help the Colorado School of Mines
Reservoir Characterization Project study ways of improving shear-wave data
quality.

Two models are in this distribution:

  Model_HTINS
    This model poses all of the problems originally defined by the RCP Postle
    field study. These include spatially varying HTI, large scale static
    anomalies, and near-surface scattering. Model_HTINS is sampled at 4-1/6 m
    on all axes in order to have 3 grid nodes per minimum wavelength assuming
    40 Hz at 500 m/s. Model_HTINS is useful for testing our ability to resolve
    a statics problem in the presence of spatially-varying anisotropy, and for
    testing our ability to invert for spatially-varying anisotropy when statics
    and scattering are part of the problem.

  Model_HTI
    This is Model_HTINS without the slow near-surface layers.
    The absence of near-surface erosion and fill increases the slowest
    velocities to about 1000 m/s, allowing 8-1/3 m grid spacing to achieve
    3 grid nodes per minimum wavelength at 40 Hz. Model_HTI is appropriate
    for testing our ability to invert for spatially-varying anisotropy without
    the complications posed by statics and scattering. A known AVO response
    at the reservoir level allows a good evaluation of how well reservoir
    lithologies can be differentiated in the presence of overburden anisotropy.

Geologic Framework
==================
Both models contain several near-surface layers that are nearly flat and
horizontal. Beneath these are two discontinuous, thin, fast evaporite layers.
Near the bottom of each model grid is a stratigraphically detailed reservoir
package.

Geologic frameworks are distributed in gzipped tar files htins_regions.tgz and
hti_regions.tgz. These files uncompress to FreeDDS datasets of 1-byte integers,
where each integer value represents a distinct lithology. FreeDDS datasets are
typically composed of 2 files: a text file ’dictionary’ defining a data file,
and a binary data file. The dictionaries for the 2 models are pasted below.

Model_HTINS:
  comment= A model framework with near-surface erosion and fill
  comment= The binary file for this model decompresses to 30.7 Gb
  data= htins_regions.zxy_@
  format= i1cube
  axis= z x y
  size.z= 1332          size.x= 4800          size.y= 4800
  delta.z= 1.388889     delta.x= 4.166667     delta.y= 4.166667
  origin.z= -1.388889   origin.x= 0.0         origin.y= 0.0

Model_HTI:
  comment= A model framework without slow near-surface alluvium
  comment= The binary file for this model decompresses to 7.7 Gb
  data= hti_regions.zxy_@
  format= i1cube
  axis= z x y
  size.z= 1332          size.x= 2400          size.y= 2400
  delta.z= 1.388889     delta.x= 8.333333     delta.y= 8.333333
  origin.z= -1.388889   origin.x= 0.0         origin.y= 0.0

Physical Properties
===================
Lithologies in the geologic framework are assigned physical properties based
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loosely on the geology observed at Postle field, Oklahoma. To create a
laterally-varying HTI medium, 7 independent properties are used:

   vp       P-wave velocity perpendicular to isotropy planes  (m/s)
   vs       Slow S-wave velocity - velocity of a vertically propagating wave
              that is polarized perpendicular the isotropy planes (m/s)
   rho      Bulk density (g/cc)
   eps      Thomsen parameter epsilon
   delta    Thomsen parameter delta
   gamma    Thomsen parameter gamma
   azim     The azimuth of isotropy plane strike (degrees)

The association between property and lithology is documented in accompanying
file Physical_Properties.pdf. This distribution constructs models of each
parameter in separate SEGY files as described in README.model_installation.
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Most of this distribution, including the README files and other documentation,
is contained within file SModels.v01.tgz. Synthetic data the exeption. Those
files need to be downloaded individually.

Aside from README files and pdf documentation, the contents of the bundle have
been developed for Unix-like systems: Unix, AIX, Linux, BSD and others.

Large file support is essential. The second step in installation creates
a 31 Gb file.

A few executable files are specific to Linux on x84_64 hardware. If you don’t
have this, your job is basically to convert a cube of 1-byte integers to SEGY
format. It should be possible to recreate bundled executables for any Unix-like
OS from their freely available source codes. A description of that process is
beyond the scope of this distribution, but help is available upon request.

Installation creates one or more SEGY files. You control the number and size of
of those files. Step 1 below can be executed by anyone with a Unix-like system.
Steps 2 through 4 can be run with distributed resources if you have Linux on
x86_64 hardware.

STEP 1.

   Unbundle file SModels.v01.tgz in a location with at least 40 Gb of free
   space The contents are written to subdirectory ./SModels.v01 in your current
   working directory.

      user@host: > cd directory_with_lots_of_space
      user@host: > tar xzvf path_to_tgz_file/SModels.v01.tgz

STEP 2.

   Change directories to SModels.v01/Model_HTINS and execute the script
   fill_htins_regions with argument param=vs.

      user@host: > cd SModels.v01/Model_HTINS
      user@host: > ./fill_htins_regions param=vs

   This will automatically inflate the compressed tar file htins_regions.tgz
   and use the uncompressed file of model regions as a starting point for
   creating a volume of S-wave velocities.

   The decompression step can be time consuming because it writes a 30.7 Gb
   file. Follow-on steps are relatively quick. They replace region numbers
   with S-wave velocity values in an oversampled model grid; perform an
   effective-media substitution for the output model grid; and write the
   results in SEGY format.

   Using the fill_htins_regions command above results in a SEGY file of S-wave
   velocities with dx=33.33333 m, dy=33.33333 m, dz=4.166667 m. Each trace will
   have 444 depth samples. The model origin is (0,0,0).

STEP 3.

   Repeat the execution of script fill_htins_regions for other available
   parameters. Those parameters are vp, vs, rho, eps, delta, gamma, azim.

      vp      P-wave velocity perpendicular to isotropy planes  (m/s)
      vs      Slow S-wave velocity - velocity of a vertically propagating wave
                that is polarized perpendicular to isotropy planes (m/s)
      rho     Bulk density (g/cc)
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      eps     Thomsen parameter epsilon
      delta   Thomsen parameter delta
      gamma   Thomsen parameter gamma
      azim    The azimuth of isotropy plane strike (degrees)

   Running fill_htins_regions with no arguments causes it to echo all acceptable
   arguments to the terminal. Unless you specify x_inc=## y_inc=##,
   fill_htins_regions will create parameter volumes that are decimated to every
   8th trace in both X and Y directions. These are suitable for general viewing
   and QC. To create grids suitable for propagating 40 Hz wavefields at the
   slowest velocities, use ’fill_htins_regions ... x_inc=1 y_inc=1’. This
   increases the workload by a factor of 64, and so will take some time. It will
   also generate parameter volumes that are ˜47 Gb in size.

STEP 4.

   Repeat steps 2 and 3 for Model_HTI, using script fill_hti_regions.

      user@host: > cd ../Model_HTI
      user@host: > ./fill_hti_regions param=vs

   For Model_HTI, the default decimation is every 4th trace in X and Y. The
   absence of very slow near-surface velocities allows propagation of 40 Hz
   waves in grids sampled at 8-1/3 m

   As with Model_HTINS, this will result in a SEGY file of S-wave velocities
   with dx=33.33333 m, dy=33.33333 m, dz=4.166667 m, and origin (0,0,0).

Creating a SEGY file of model region numbers
--------------------------------------------
Some users may find value in having a SEGY version of the region numbers.
That access allows you to fill regions with your own definition of parameters
or to add parameters not distributed, e.g., time-lapse versions of existing
parameters, or additional attenuation parameters.

!!! BEWARE !!!
htins_regions.zxy will use ˜130 Gb of disk space when converted to SEGY format.
hti_regions.zxy inflates to 32 Gb.

To convert the 1-byte integer file of regions to SEGY format use this command:

   user@host: > ../bin/bridge in=htins_regions.zxy out_data=htins_regions.segy \
                out_format=segy

The program bridge is part of FreeDDS and should be easy to obtain for anyone
with a Unix-like system and a C compiler. Find it at this URL:

   http://www.freeusp.org/DDS
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3D, 9C VSP data and 9C, vertical VSP data have been calculated in four models.
They are made available with the expectation that knowledge learned will
eventually be shared.

  Model    Description

    1      Has near-surface complications and heterogeneous HTI anisotropy.

    2      Same Geologic layers as Model 1 but with isotropic rock properties.

    3      Has the deep subsurface of Model 1 without the near-surface
             complexity. Heterogeneous HTI anisotropy remains.

    4      Same geologic layers as Model 3 but with isotropic rock properties.

The elastic modeler used for these calculations is owned by BP and is not
available to the public. It is a finite-difference modeler that uses 7th-order
1st spatial derivatives on a staggered grid, and 4th-order time derivatives.
The calculation was performed by Allied Geophysics, Inc.

Geometries for the 3D, 9C data are the same for all data sets. Each was
recorded into 31 downhole positions at depths 1350 m to 1850 m with a spacing
of 16.667 m.

Each data set contains 205 source lines with 205 source positions per line.
The spacing of sources within lines is 16.667 m. The spacing of source lines is
also 16.667 m. The well with receivers is approximately centered within the
patch of sources. Detailed geometry information can be extracted from SEGY trace
headers of all data sets.

Geometries for all 9C, vertical VSP data sets is also the same. They all use
the same surface source position and are all recorded into 217 levels at depths
50 m to 1850 m with a spacing of 8.333 m.

A 15.4 Hz Ricker wavelet was used in all calculations. This contains useful
energy up to about 40 Hz.

The (x,y,z) grid spacing used of Models 1 and 2 is (4.16667,4.16667,4.16667).
The (x,y,z) grid spacing used of Models 3 and 4 is (8.33333,8.33333,4.16667).
The difference is due to an increase in minimum S-wave velocity when near-
surface complexity was removed. Vertical spacing was preserved in order to
preserve vertical resolution of the detailed reservoir placed in all models.
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README.modifications:

If you modify these models in any way, document your modification here, and if
you pass these models on, include this notice with these data.

Sep 19, 2010 - Mike O’Brien
Original distribution

Aug 10, 2012 - Mike O’Brien
Addition of 9C-3D and 9C-vertical VSP datasets VSP01 and VSP02
Addition of "3D S-wave statics from direct VSP arrivals" study


